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Abstract
The training environment of ML(Machine Learning) based on Microservice integrates
the user operation interface, data storage and related computing resources through a
highly decoupled fine-grained service interface. It strives to add new computing services
when the consumption of computing resources increases rapidly. In this way, there is no
obvious change in the operating efficiency of the training task. When the code operating
environment has not been fully established or the environmental requirements have
changed, the system can seamlessly switch the operating environment. When the
number of tasks is large or the demand for computing resources is large, as long as there
are enough execution machines, the system can still make all tasks run normally. The
system design mainly considers the application of Python language, the communication
method between services is gRPC, and the user interface is rendered to the browser. The
system has obvious practical significance for solving the problems of complicated
environment configuration and relatively insufficient local computing resources in the
process of machine learning training.
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1. Introduction
Some machine learning beginners often find it more cumbersome and prone to errors when
configuring development environments, especially when configuring multiple development
environments, which affects the effect of training and learning. When applying a machine learning
development platform, not only the hardware environments be analyzed and the corresponding
installation package must be installed, but also a lot of software libraries must be installed. The
algorithm of machine learning is more complicated, and the environment configuration requirements
are also relatively high, and ordinary personal computers often cannot meet the requirements.
Compared with the local code compilation environment, the online compiler is remote and
lightweight. Use the browser to open the corresponding webpage, the learner can edit the code online,
run it online and get the result faster. It is also convenient to switch between different compilers.
There are many online compilers that can adapt to various programming languages, such as techio [1],
codingground[2], and rextester[3]. Although these compilers can be used as tools for learning
programming languages, they cannot debug machine learning applications due to the lack of relevant
high-level tool libraries. Constructing an online machine learning training system based on the
microservice architecture has obvious significance for improving the learning performance of
machine learning beginners.
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2. Web technology for microservices
2.1 Web technology based on Django
Many popular web technologies are often combined with multiple technical frameworks, and
technical applications are more complex, such as JAVA Web, ASP.NET, etc. Django is a typical
representative in the Python-based Web technology framework, which is used to implement the user
operation panel of the machine learning training system. Because the B/S model has the
characteristics of cross-platform and cloud storage, the system can be used on a terminal with a
browser without ever installing a development environment, so the front-end display page design of
the machine learning training system is based on the B/S model with BootStrap framework
technology.
2.2 Microservice background technology
Microservice architecture has the advantages of distributed storage, high availability, scalability, and
intelligent operation and maintenance [4-6]. Service collaboration is the key consideration of
microservice architecture, which is more advanced than monolithic architecture and service-oriented
architecture.
There are many popular microservice architectures. Domestically, there are Alibaba’s Dubbo [7], Sina
Weibo’s Motan[8] and Tencent’s Tars[9], and foreign countries include Pivotal’s Spring Cloud[10],
Google’s gRPC[11], and Facebook’s Thrift [12], etc. Because gRPC supports cross-language operations
and is open source, it is selected as the RPC framework of the online machine learning training system.
The development technology used by each service in the microservice architecture may not be exactly
the same and can run independently, which will produce a diversified operating environment. Because
Docker is a virtualization technology with a sandbox mechanism and supports diversified operating
environments, Docker technology can be used to deploy different services. Use multiple containers
in the server and use Docker images with different versions of software installed, where image A is
Tensorflow 1.6 and image B is Tensorflow 2.3. During the training, according to the user's version
selection, it can be passed to different containers, and the execution result is returned to the front end.
The system not only has various services, but also considers the communication between services,
including information interaction mode, communication protocol, implementation framework,
message format, etc.
2.2.1 RESTful protocol
RESTful is a commonly used communication protocol for web development. RESTful API makes it
very convenient and intuitive to call resources, and it also reduces the complexity of the service. State
transformation in REST is a set of architectural constraints and principles, with obvious architectural
styles. A software architecture that conforms to the REST architectural style can be considered
RESTful. The RESTful software architecture emphasizes the use of URLs to locate resources;
resource operations are performed through performance, resources can be XML, JSON, binary files,
etc.; the client uses 4 types of HTTP verbs (GET, POST, PUT, DELETE) to make server-side
performance Layer state transformation. The input and output interfaces involved in the user
operation interface of the online machine learning training system based on the microservice
architecture all have a RESTful style[13].
2.2.2 RPC protocol
The remote procedure call RPC service allows a program to call a class method or function in another
address space. RPC is a protocol hidden at the bottom of the network. It can call remote programs
like local services, so that the system throughput can be improved without high coding costs. There
are many kinds of microservice RPC frameworks.
Google's gRPC framework is an open source high-performance framework based on the http2.0
protocol, and its efficiency is several times higher than that of the RESTful framework based on the
http1.1 protocol. To transfer method calls, call parameters, response parameters, etc. between the two
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servers, these parameters need to be serialized. gRPC uses the protocol buffer syntax (proto file).
Through the proto syntax, the method to be called, parameters, and response format can be defined,
which can easily complete remote method calls, and is very conducive to extending and updating
parameters. The online machine learning training system based on the microservice architecture uses
gRPC remote calls for the management of tasks, execution machines and other related data. Taking
adding a new task as an example, the proto content involved is roughly as follows:

Figure 1. Add new task proto code
The proto content of the new task is mainly divided into two parts: operation function interface and
input and output parameter format. The operation function interface is insertidletask, the input
parameter format is defined as insertidletaskRequest, and the output return value format is defined as
insertidletaskReply.

3. System Use Case Model
The use case model of the system mainly includes three types of users: tourists, registered users, and
administrators.
(1) Tourist: The tourist has not registered and logged in. You can use the public case and data set that
comes with the system with the corresponding default operating environment running case, or you
can write your own code, select the public data set, select the operating environment to run the code,
and view the running logs and reports.
(2) Registered user: already registered and logged in. Not only can you use the above functions, you
can also upload private data sets and management tasks, such as deleting tasks and filing tasks as
cases.
(3) Administrator: Unified management of users, cases, tasks, execution machines and data sets.
An use case diagram for tourists is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Tourist use case diagram
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An use case diagram of a registered user is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Use case diagram for registered users
The administrator use case diagram is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Administrator use case diagram

4. System design
4.1 System structure
Under the microservice architecture, the process split mode is adopted, and various services are
organized based on the tasks that need to be performed, and the task data changes as the basis, and
the appropriate service boundaries are determined, and the overall system is split into data set
management and task management, Execution machine management and many other microservices.
This split method ensures that each service focuses on its own responsibility area and reduces the
coupling between services. The code size of each microservice is relatively small, and it is relatively
easy to maintain the microservice [14-18]. When the system is deployed and operated, each
microservice can be deployed independently, and the system can dynamically adjust the number of
instances of the service according to the actual workload of the service. Therefore, the machine
learning online training system with microservice architecture is more conducive to ensuring the
reasonable use of hardware resources.
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The services are not directly deployed on the server operating system, but are deployed into the
container using the Docker engine. At the same time, the shared folder function of Docker is used to
interact with the file system of the operating system to facilitate file sharing.
All service interfaces are registered to a unified service registry, and the service caller obtains the
service interface by reading the service registry, which increases the portability and dynamic fault
tolerance of the service. Part of the service data management is more complicated, and the database
can be used to manage the data.
Currently, the microservice gateway is set to interact with the WEB interface to facilitate the
management and invocation of the service interface. At the same time, when the platform is expanded,
you don't need to care about each service, only the API provided by the microservice gateway.
The overall architecture of the machine learning online training system can be shown in Figure 5:

Figure 5. System architecture diagram
4.2 Module design
4.2.1 Service
The services involved in the system mainly include:
(1) User data management service: maintain user information and user operation data (cases, data
sets).
(2) Task management service: maintain all users' tasks and task states (initial state, waiting state,
execution state, stop state and completion state).
(3) Data storage service: Provide data set storage and CRUD (Create, Retrieve, Update, Delete)
operations.
(4) Execution machine: A computer or container installed with a machine learning code operating
environment will actively register with the execution machine management service and incorporate
it into the entire system by starting the computing service. The execution machine can be deployed
according to the scale of the actual number of users to ensure the reasonable use of hardware resources.
(5) Execution machine management service: realizes the registration and discovery of execution
machines, and allocates execution machine computing resources to tasks through scheduling
algorithms.
The task management service and the execution machine management service use RPC to
communicate. As shown in Figure 6, the communication using the gRPC framework includes:
registering tasks, returning to the task list, assigning executors, discovering idle tasks, executing tasks,
discovering wait tasks, service registration, and service discovery.
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Figure 6. Relationship diagram between system services

Figure 7. State machine diagram of machine learning computing task
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4.2.2 Task execution
The system's task flow is as follows.
(1) The user sets up the task data (code, data set and operating environment) and clicks to run. At this
time, the task management service creates an initial state task.
(2) The executor management service detects the task in the initial state, and assigns an executor to
the task to make the task wait.
(3) The executor detects its own task and starts to execute the task. At this time, the task is in the
execution state. After the task is executed, the executor stores the running data, and the task is in the
completed state at this time.
(4) If the task is not finished, it is forcibly stopped by the user, and the task is stopped at this time.
(5) The user deletes the task, and the life cycle of the task ends.
The task status change of the above operation process is shown in Figure 7.
The meanings of the task state attribute fields in the state machine diagram are shown in Table 1:
Table 1. Meaning of task status attribute fields
Task attributes
task_num
data_set
code_content
code_tag
create_time
server_info
start_time
stop_time
finish_time
task_output

Description
Task number
Data set
Code content
Code label (operating environment)
Task creation time
Execution machine information
Start running time
Outage time
End of run time
Task execution report

4.3 Development process
4.3.1 Iterative development
Compared with the traditional waterfall development model, the iterative development model only
designs and implements a part of the product at a time, and gradually completes the integrated product.
Each design and implementation phase is called an iteration. Iterative development has the advantages
of reducing risks, obtaining early user feedback, continuous testing and integration, using changes,
and improving reusability. Each iteration step is similar to the waterfall model, as shown in Figure 8:

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of iterative development
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The machine learning training environment has undergone three iterations of development. Iteration
1, to realize the display function of typical cases in the textbook; Iteration 2, to increase the
registration and login function, users can upload their own data sets for experiments, to increase the
function of online writing and running code; Iteration 3, to increase the function of switching the
operating environment version.
4.3.2 Tool-assisted development
The complexity of microservice architecture application development and deployment is far greater
than that of monolithic applications, and it is difficult to complete manual configuration management
by operation and maintenance personnel alone. DevOps advocates the use of automated task
processing to achieve software delivery and infrastructure update, which is a necessary condition for
microservice architecture application development and operation and maintenance. This project
adopts the development process of DevOps concept to develop, realize the automated tools for
development and deployment, and achieve the purpose of improving the efficiency of research and
development.
When using gRPC in the development process, some common codes generated by proto are depended
on in multiple services, usually one place is modified. In order to ensure the unity of the code, every
module involved must be changed, which is very energy intensive. And error-prone. Therefore, the
development of automated tool assistance can solve this problem, achieve the same code, modify one
place, and take effect everywhere, reducing a lot of manual operations and the probability of errors.
All in all, software engineers can use auxiliary tools to devote their energy to writing business
interface definition files, and the two operations of generating common serialization code and copying
code are completed by the auxiliary tool with one click, as shown in Figure 9:

Figure 9. Schematic diagram of auxiliary tools
During the testing process of the machine learning online training system, since the system involves
multiple service operations, it is quite cumbersome to manually start each time, so an automated script
is also developed to start all services with one click to achieve the purpose of unified management of
services.

5. Instance
The execution process of the machine learning online training system can be divided into the
preparation phase and the execution phase. The preparation phase mainly includes the setting of three
contents, namely the execution environment, data set and program code. These three contents can be
set manually or through The case is automatically imported. After clicking the execute button, the
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system generates a task and enters the execution phase. Usually the tasks in the execution phase
mainly go through four processes, namely Idle, Wait, Run and Finish. The following describes the
detailed execution process of the tasks in the preparation phase and the execution phase.
5.1 User Interface
The user operation interface of the machine learning online training system is mainly divided into
two functional areas, the left and the middle are the functional areas of the preparation phase, and the
task list on the far right is the functional area of the execution phase. As shown in Figure 10:

Figure 10. The user interface of the machine learning online training system
In the preparation phase functional area, the top is the execution environment selection, you can
choose one of the four environments of tensorflowv1.6, tensorflowv2.3, pytorch_v1.6, and python;
the left side is the list of cases and data sets, you can select the case to be executed and the The data
set on which the case is executed; the middle part is the code display and editing area, where the case
code can be displayed or customized code can be edited.
In the execution phase of the functional area, there is an execution button at the top. Click the "Run
Code" button, and the system will create a new task, which will be displayed at the top of the task list.
Each row in the task list represents a task, which displays the basic information, status, and operable
items of the task. The basic task information includes task number, task environment, and time
consumed for task execution. The operable items include viewing task running logs, viewing and
downloading tasks Working directory files, stop tasks, restart tasks, archive tasks and delete tasks.
Registered users can also convert tasks into private cases.
5.2 Operation process
The process of using this system can be divided into preparation phase and execution phase. The
preparation phase mainly sets the data, and the execution phase mainly checks the task execution
progress and execution results.
Take a case of inferring personal income based on years of education to introduce the core use process
of the machine learning training environment.
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5.2.1 Preparation phase
(1) Select the execution environment
Select the tensorflowv2.3 environment from the drop-down menu in the upper left corner, because
the experimental code in this example is planned to be developed based on the tensorflowv2.3
environment.
(2) Set up the data set
In the public data set node on the left, select the income.csv data set. At this time, the data file can be
used in the code. The data will be copied to the code execution path during the code execution.
Therefore, the relative path can be passed in the code Read the data. E.g:
data = pd.read_csv('income.csv')
(3) Write code
In the central code editing area, write the code as follows:

Figure 11. Example of writing code for the central region
5.2.2 Execution phase
After preparing the data, click the "Run Code" button, the system will collect the data needed for a
task, here is a triple, including (execution environment, data set, program code), and then use this
triple data to create A newest task is displayed at the top of the task list.
At this time, the first line of the task list displays the execution progress of the task. When the task is
just created, the task is in the Idle state. After multiple service processing, the task becomes the Finish
state or Stop state. The processing process is as follows:
Step 1: The executor management service recognizes the task in the Idle state, selects a suitable
executor according to the execution environment information in the triplet, and binds the executor
information to the task. At this time, the task is in the Wait state, Waiting for execution by the executor,
which contains a four-tuple information (execution environment, data set, program code, executor
information).
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Step 2: The executor recognizes the task in the Wait state. If the executor information in the task
quadruple is consistent with the machine, the task is read and the task is processed. In this example,
the execution opportunity creates a folder as the working directory. First download income.csv to the
working directory, then write the code into the file main.py, and finally execute the main.py program.
If the program is executed normally, the task is converted to the Finish state; if the task is terminated
by the user or the task execution times out during the execution of the task, the task is converted to
the Stop state.
step 3: the user can view the running log through the log button in the task list on the right side of the
interface; through the report button, view all file information in the work space of the second step,
which can be downloaded from the platform to the local if necessary, as shown in Figure 12. Show.
If the execution task is a typical case, the registered user can convert the task into a private case
through the archive button in the task list; if the task is of no value, you can choose to delete the task.

Figure 12. View interface of task execution report

6. Conclusion
The machine learning online training system based on the microservice architecture realizes online
execution of machine learning cases, application service discovery and registration, inter-service
calling, and configuration center three microservice features to realize core functions. It will make
full use of the advantages of microservices, link tracking, service fusing, degradation, and current
limiting to optimize the system and improve the overall robustness and maintainability of the system.
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